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Today's Best Seller Price Beats XL Portable Bluetooth Speaker (Black) We get product details for Beats Pill XL Portable Bluetooth Speaker (Black) is a wise investment for you personal experience I have to say that Beats Pill XL Portable Bluetooth Speaker (Black) is the best Look at more full reviews.
See the bigger View's bigger Beats Pill wireless speakers bring party with you wherever you go. These pills are light, mobile, and wirelessly enabled, meaning you can change tracks from your phone or take the call to a Bluetooth conference. Small enough to fit in your hands, Beats Pill surprises with a
loud signature sound. The smallest wireless speaker from Beats by Dre and completely strap-free, Beats Pill allows you to enjoy premium sound clocks without being bound. Have a strong mouth. Stronger attitude. We put loudspeakers in their mouths and now they won't shut up. They are small, but
really strong. And they say what's on their minds. Sorry we are not sorry. Small Size, Big Sound Despite its compact size, the Beats Pill produces a loud sound. It is easy to enjoy soaring and deep highs, fast-growing bass in every room at home. The pills are the smallest wireless speaker of the Beats and
are completely strap-free. Change Tracks From Your Phone Or your laptop, or any other Bluetooth-enabled device up to 30 feet away. The Portable Beats Pill frees you up to hang around which means you'll always have high-quality noise near or far. Really Mobile You're good at setting up anywhere.
The Beats pills are lightweight so it won't slow you down and small enough to fit in whatever you run the door. The carry-on case even comes with a useful carabiner so you can attach it to your backpack. The Bluetooth Conference Took that call. The bluetooth capabilities of stubborn pills and internal
microphones make talking on the phone easier and better sound than ever. Unboxed Beats Pill Portable Stereo Speaker with Bluetooth 1.5 m audio cable (3.5mm to 3.5 mm) USB 2.0 charge/data cable Carry case with carabiner AC Power Adapter Weight (kg): 0.31 Height (mm): 45.72 Length (mm):
45.72 Lengths (mm): 45.72 Lengths (mm): 45.72 Lengths (mm): 45.72 Lengths (mm): 45.72 Lengths (mm): 45.72 Weight Loss (mm)190.50 At a glance: Lightweight yet strong four speakers bluetooth and NFC-enabled sound systems for fast and easy-to-build mic for hands-free calls 7 hours of small
rechargeable lithium batteries and sleek designs for easy Easy Beats Audio Mission company is to provide end-to-end music experiences speakers, and service - so fans feel emotional and listen to music the way artists intend to sound from the studio. This experience is helped by partnerships with HP,
Chrysler Group and HTC Mobile. Led by Co-founder &amp;1; CEO Jimmy Iovine, co-founder of Dr. Dre, and President &amp; COO Luke Wood, Beats Electronics based in Santa Monica, CA. Beats Pill+ are designed to fill rooms with rich and clear sounds that has as much power as it does not definition
Beats Pill+ is designed to fill rooms with rich and clear sound fields that have as much power as it does a sound definition greater than its size 2-way active crossover system creates an optimized sound field for dynamic ranges and clarity across all music genres. Enter it in the stereo Download the Beats
Pill+ app for iOS1, or the Beats app for Android2 to bring the second speaker into the mix for sound or sound fuller in the stereo1. Staying charged throughout the day 12-hour battery life plus a quick charge within 3 hours means you can stay listening anywhere, and using additional juices from Beats
Pill+ to charge your phone. Enhanced voice performance of the built-in speaker font allows you to make and receive calls clearly, no matter where you are. A sound larger than its size crossover 2-way active stereo system creates a sound field optimized for dynamic ranges and clarity across all genres of
music. Enter it in the stereo Download the Beats Pill+ app for iOS1, or the Beats app for Android2 to bring the second speaker into the mix for sound or sound fuller in the stereo1. Staying charged throughout the day 12-hour battery life plus a quick charge within 3 hours means you can stay listening
anywhere, and using additional juices from Beats Pill+ to charge your phone. Enhanced voice performance of the built-in speaker font allows you to make and receive calls clearly, no matter where you are. A sound larger than its size crossover 2-way active stereo system creates a sound field optimized
for dynamic ranges and clarity across all genres of music. Enter it in the stereo Download the Beats Pill+ app for iOS1, or the Beats app for Android2 to bring the second speaker into the mix for sound or sound fuller in the stereo1. Staying charged throughout the day 12-hour battery life plus a quick
charge within 3 hours means you can stay listening anywhere, and using additional juices from Beats Pill+ to charge your phone. Enhanced voice performance of the built-in speaker font allows you to make and receive calls clearly, no matter where you are. Defined, pure portable sound quality, Compact
design height: 2.5 in / 6.36 cm Long: 8.27 in / 21 cm Wide: 2.72 in / 6.92 cm Pair and play with your Bluetooth® Stereo Bluetoo deviceth® to synchronize two Beats Pill+ speakers together for dedicated and right playback input types: 3.5mm Jack Android Compatible 12 hours rechargeable LED battery
gauge shows full or running out of charge levels installed, and full, low charge level, or unplugged if not installed in the outgoing Cas to charge your iPhone and other devices; Flash to USB-A charging cable power adjuster and flash cable including lithium-ion button can be re-charged b allows you to play,
pause, skip tracks, and control enhanced voice magnifying phone calls allowing you to make and receive calls with clarity Download Beats Pill+ app for iOS1, or Beats app for to to bring the second sound magnifier into the mix for fuller sound or sound in stereo1 Beats Pill + 1.5m Flash to USB-A magnifier
charging cable 12.5W PSU Quick Start Guide Warranty Card Is estimated, the quality of the sound is purely mobile, Solid shape-up height: 2.5 in / 6.36 cm Length: 8.27 in / 21 cm Width: 2.72 in / 6.92 cm Pair and play with your Bluetooth® Stere Bluetooth device® to move two Beats Pill+ sound magnifier
together for dedicated and right type of playback input: 3.5mm Android Serasi 12-hour jack can be re-charged the plug LED battery indicates full cas level or runs out when installed, and full, low charge level, or unplug if not mounted in cas out to charge your iPhone and other devices; Flash to USB-A
charging cable power adjuster and flash cable including lithium-ion button can be re-charged b allows you to play, pause, skip tracks, and control your phone calls Enhanced sound magnifier allows you to make and receive calls with clarity Download Beats Pill+ application for iOS1, or Beats app for
Android2 to bring a second sound magnifier into the mix for fuller sound or sound in stereo1 Beats Pill + 1.5m Flash sound magnifier to KAbel USB-A 12.5W PSU Quick Start Guide Guaranteed Cards Are Notified, Quality Genuine Sound Solid, shape-off Height: 2.5 in / 6.36 cm Length: 8.27 in / 21 cm
Width: 2.72 in / 6.92 cm Pair and play with your Bluetooth® Stereo Bluetooth device® to cool fire two Beats Pill + sound magnifier together for dedicated left and right input types 1 : 3.5mm Android Serasi 12-hour jack can be re-charged the flashing LED battery indicates full cas paras or ready when
installed in, and full, low, or out of cas paras when not installed cas out to charge your iPhone and other devices; Flash to USB-A charging cable power adjuster and flash cable including lithium-ion button can be re-charged b allows you to play, pause, skip tracks, and control your phone calls Enhanced
sound magnifier allows you to make and receive calls with clarity Download Beats Pill+ application for iOS1, or beats app for Android2 to bring a second sound magnifier into the mix for fuller sound or sound in stereo1 Beats Pill + 1.5m Flash sound magnifier to KAbel USB-A 12.3 PSU Quick Start
Assurance Card The only real strike against the sound magnifier is that it doesn't come with any kind of carry case and that it requires its own air conditioning adjuster to charge, not a standard Micro-USB connection. But those who are certainly not treaty breakers, because rather large transfer speakers
like this tend to the power of air conditioning to charge and often does not come with the carried kes. Magnifier's achievements produce great sound for his size with a strong bass and good clarity, although he is somewhat hyped in both bass and treble. It has a happy facial sound profile that is so popular
today and does its best with R&amp;amp;B B, EDM, hip-hop and acoustic material, although he is not warm in the middle. I ran a bunch of tracks through it and depended on what you played, it could go from a very impressive sound for its size sounding not very good, but that's comparable to the course
for this type of portable Bluetooth speaker, despite the price premium. The speaker's back view. Sarah Tew/CNET Most important sound compares with other premium portable Bluetooth speakers in the $250-$300 price range. It's good with stuff like Bob Marley's Redemption Song,One Republic I Live, I
Don't Tale Usher and Take Your Time Sam Hunt. When I switched to a more rock-oriented track with more instruments playing at the same time, it couldn't finish music and sounded pretty junk (that's another way of saying it had some hard moments). The Smashing Pumpkin Became Beige got rough
when an electric guitar was kicked in, and so was true of Wild Hearts, which was a tough track for most Bluetooth speakers, such as Diane Young. Speakers must be charged with the AC adaptor himself, not a Micro-USB cable. Sarah Tew/CNET Next to plus, the speaker doesn't distort much, even at
higher volumes, and does a good job of limiting certain frequencies when it's pushed too hard. However, sometimes you can hear a speaker holding himself back a little bit to avoid distorting. All that said, although this speaker won't impress audiophiles, it plays out loud and produces a lot of bass for its
small size, and most people will be pretty worried by what it can afford. I don't want to sell the average short listener, but this type of loudspeaker isn't meant to hear critically, they're meant to be easily evacuated, either from room to room or from room to shore. And for what it's designed for, it works fully.
The conclusion of Pill XL's powerful sound combination, excellent design and feature set make it an affordable value even if the price tag is high. I'm not going to call it a steal, but it's a much-loved mobile Bluetooth speaker. Speakers.
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